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Executive Summary
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Through a multi-city initiative called “ThinkBike Workshops”, the Royal Dutch
Embassy in Washington, DC has invited Dutch experts of Fietsberaad
International to visit Canadian and US cities to discuss possibilities for increased
bicycle use. Fietsberaad is the Dutch centre of expertise on bicycle policy
disseminating its knowledge and expertise abroad. The ThinkBike workshops
bring together Dutch bike experts, local politicians, planners, advocates,
engineers and business people in each city to plan and discuss how it can
become more bike-friendly by applying aspects of the Dutch approach. Teams
consisting of the Dutch experts and a mix of local experts convene for two days
during which they will survey the cities by bike and discuss in workshop format
how streets, intersections and whole neighborhoods can be improved for optimal
bicycle use. Topics of discussion at the workshops will also include bike safety,
bike commuting, biking to school, bike parking, bikes and public transport, law
enforcement, etc. The workshops consist of a kick-off session, open to the
general public, followed by the workshops behind closed doors and conclude
with a closing session, also open to the public, where the recommendations will
be presented by the teams.
Chicago was, together with Toronto, one of the first cities to host the bike
workshops – they took place on September 23 and 24, 2010.
In close cooperation with the City of Chicago and Chicago Active Transport,
two teams (orange and blue) were formed that together with the Dutch experts
addressed the following design assignments:
• Finding a solution for combining bicycle facilities with the Bus Rapid
Transit that will be operating on Randolph Street
• Making the Lincoln Park/Clark neighbourhood more bicycle friendly
• A long term strategy on promoting cycling as well as better marketing and
communication on cycling.
During the workshops an exchange of views took place on bicycle policy
applied in the various practical situations Chicago with possible integration of
Dutch ideas and best practices in the Chicago situation. Furthermore the
philosophy and principles behind the Dutch approach to promote cycling and the
possibilities to implement these elements in Chicago were discussed. A small
group from both teams also looked into a long term strategy for Chicago
incorporating Dutch methods of marketing and communication.
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Important conclusions were:
The three corner stones of the Dutch philosophy towards bicycling can be easily
implemented in Chicago Transport Planning
- Cycling is joy
- Perceived safety is paramount; if people do not feel safe, they will not
cycle
- A significant amount of cycling can only be achieved with a high quality
of infrastructure
Other general conclusions were:
- Bicycle planning has to be an integral part of any urban transport plan
- Bicycle planning always leads to improvement of the quality of the public
realm and the liveability of neighbourhoods
- Identification is important for promoting cycling. Everybody cycles, just
normal people like me and you
- Individualized bicycle planning (Smart Travel Planning) is very helpful
- Put extra effort in the bike-transit combination (esp. for suburbs)
- Start young (bike education)
- Transfer space for cars to bikes on stretches of road, which is no sacrifice for
the car flow
- Make provisions on intersections, like continued coloured bike lanes, levelled,
bike lanes, bike boxes and bicycle traffic lights
The workshop was a truly wonderful experience for all participants and the
audience of the public meetings. It provides Chicago with new ideas concepts
philosophy, designs and strategies for years to come.
A special thanks go to Adolpho Hernandez and all at Chicago Active Transport
who was instrumental in making the workshops successful.
This report includes:
1. Outline and description of the workshops
2. Dutch approach to promote cycling
3. Results/observations/recommendations Chicago workshops
4. Appendix A: The design assignment of the teams
5. Appendix B: Composition of the teams
6. Appendix C: The program
7. Appendix D: Media coverage
8. Appendix E: Final presentations
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1. Outline and description of the workshops
The ThinkBike workshops in Chicago brought together Dutch bike experts, local politicians,
planners, advocates, engineers and business people on 23 and 24 September to plan and
discuss how it can become more bike-friendly by applying aspects of the Dutch approach.
Two teams (team orange and team blue) consisting of the Dutch experts and a mix of local
experts (Appendix B) surveyed Chicago by bike and discussed how streets, intersections and
whole neighborhoods can be improved for optimal bicycle use. Topics of discussion at the
workshops included bike safety, bike commuting, biking to school, bike parking, bikes and
public transport, law enforcement, etc. The workshops consisted of a kick-off session, open to
the general public, with presentations by the Dutch experts, followed by a bike ride through
the city. The teams then worked behind closed doors on the various design assignments
(Appendix A). The workshops concluded with a closing session open to the general public at
the ING Direct Cafe, where the various recommendations were presented by the teams.
During the workshops an exchange of views took place on bicycle policy applied in the
various practical situations in Chicago with possible integration of Dutch ideas and best
practices in the Chicago situation. Furthermore the philosophy and principles behind the
Dutch approach to promote cycling and the possibilities to implement these elements in
Chicago were discussed. A small group from both teams also looked into a long term strategy
for Chicago incorporating Dutch methods of marketing and communication.

2. The Dutch approach to promoting cycling
The Netherlands is considered to be the world’s number 1 country in cycling: in modal share
(27% of all trips are by bike), in quality and quantity of bicycle infrastructure as well as the
way bicycle policy is integrated in transport policy. The Dutch Design Manual for bicycle
traffic is the world’s leading manual for bicycle infrastructure. For a comprehensive picture of
all aspects of the Dutch approach, visit the website www.fietsberaad.org where you can
access the Design Manual as well as the publication: Cycling in the Netherlands.
The Dutch philosophy towards bicycling consists of three corner stones:
- Cycling is joy
- Perceived safety is paramount; if people do not feel safe, they will not cycle
- A significant amount of cycling can only be achieved with a high quality of
infrastructure
With these three goals in mind, designing bicycle infrastructure translates into the following
basic approach:
Road categorization
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It is important to designate certain roads to car traffic and discourage bicycle use. The high
intensity of cars makes the perceived safety low. Other roads may be more suitable for bicycle
routes.
When possible: separated bicycle facilities are the best option
This can be achieved by a totally separated bicycle infrastructure, but it can also be realised
by a bicycle path separated from the car lane by for instance by a strip of grass or concrete.
The problem with on-road bike lanes, especially the ones on the left side of parked cars, is
that they do not feel safe. There is no protection from the fast-moving car traffic and there is a
great risk of being doored. A better option is to have the bike facility on the right side of the
parked cars, between the parking space and the sidewalk, so that the bicyclist is protected by
the parked car.
When only mixed traffic is possible: take extra measures
Traffic calming is essential with mixed traffic (25 mph for cars), facilitated by speed bumps,
chicanes etc. In residential areas it is possible to divert through traffic to the main roads,
allowing only cars from residents and visitors in the area (for instance by creating detours for
cars and not for bikes, allowing bikes to cross and cars not). When on an important bicycle
link no separate bike facility can be realized, and a low intensity of cars needs to be allowed
(e.g. for giving access to shops or houses) the solution could be to create a so-called
fietsstraat, a road where cars have to give bikes right-of-way at all times and are not allowed
to pass them.
Make special provisions at intersections
Special provisions at intersections could consist of:
- creation of tunnels and bridges under/over main highways create conflict free
solutions
- mark bicycle path continuation at an intersection with a (coloured) elevated bicycle
lane with extra signs
- bicycle traffic lights at all high intensity intersections
- create bike boxes (coloured street sections for bicycles to stop in front of the cars at
traffic lights) which give bikes a jump start to prevent accidents from cars making a
right turn.
Quality infrastructure
Provide coloured pavement and use all kind of signs and infrastructural measurements to
make the bike infrastructure recognizable and of high quality. In addition, parking facilities
for bicycles should be of good quality and should either be guarded or provide possibilities to
safely secure the bikes.
Protect bicycles by law enforcement
The legal system should protect the vulnerable road user. This means that car drivers should
take full responsibility and have full liability when operating a vehicle that can cause danger
and accidents. Car drivers should be aware that bicyclists sometimes make strange
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movements especially when children are involved. Furthermore car drivers should be
educated in driving while sharing the road with bicyclists in order to avoid accidents.

3. Results and observations of the workshops
The concept of the ThinkBike workshops has worked really well. It has proved that is
possible to implement the Dutch philosophy on bike promotion and the Dutch design
principles in practical situations in Chicago. The composition of teams with Dutch experts
and local participants of a mixed background was very successful and the co-operation
worked well.
The final presentation provided the audience with perspectives on some new ideas for
bicycling that may work for Chicago.
General
Chicago is a city with good circumstances for cycling during the most part of the year. Only
in wintertime the cold and the snow makes cycling unattractive. Chicago is flat, densely
populated and has a population that may be willing to take on cycling. And where in other
North-American cities cycling is done only by young athletic males, this is not the case in
Chicago. All ages and both genders cycle, except the group of 12-18 years old. So it is easy
for people to identify with somebody who cycles. In principle there are good possibilities to
increase the current share of cycling for all trips from 2% to at least 10%. For American
standards the cycle network in Chicago is extensive and of good quality. However, the
infrastructure essentially only consists of bicycle lanes with no physical separation or
protection for bicyclists from the fast moving car traffic. This makes cycling, especially for
beginning cyclists, uncomfortable; it does not feel safe and is therefore unattractive. There is
also a lack of signing and other provisions at intersections.
A big problem in Chicago is the unfriendly behaviour of car/bus/trucks drivers towards
bicyclists. Especially bus and truck drivers seem to want to get rid of bikes. During the city
bike ride both teams had bad experiences. A common offense is that buses and trucks are
parked on bicycle lanes and refuse to leave when asked. Bicyclists are also not protected by
the legal system and therefore there is no law enforcement. Policemen even seem to have a
strong bias again bicyclists. It even happens that when cars are clearly at fault in an accident
with a bicyclist, policemen tend to blame the cyclist for the accident.
This leads to the recommendation that the police training should surely involve the protection
of cyclists and pedestrians. Of course, a basic requirement should be that existing traffic laws
and regulations should cover the cyclists as well. Another issue that should be addressed is
(car) driver’s education which needs to include more consideration for bicyclists and
pedestrians. The downtown network has ample possibilities for road categorization and from
the Dutch point of view there is enough space to provide safe bicycle routes.
The current public bike plan has a limited outreach for bike lanes.
The parking meter deal
There is a clear link between parking policy and use of alternative travel modes. Furthermore,
at some places it is not possible to accommodate both parking spots and expanding
possibilities for bicycle use. One could consider removing some parking spaces and introduce
good alternatives for both car parking and bicycle facilities with significant benefits.
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However, Chicago agreed in December 2008 to privatize its 36,000 parking meters for $1.15
billion in revenue. A partnership between Morgan Stanley and LAZ Parking purchased the
75-year lease on the parking meters and revenue collection. Problem for the City of Chicago
transport policy is that the removal of a metered parking place can only be done at the cost of
reimbursement of the expected revenues of the meters for the remaining duration of the lease.
The deal is heavily criticized and the legality of this privatizing agreement is being
challenged.
From a Dutch point of view it seems a strange idea to lease your streets and have the street
lay-out fixed for a period of 75 years. That way you lose the flexibility in changing the
parking policy and consequently the flexibility in the changing the general transport policy.
Most European city planners came to the conclusion that a parking policy is the strongest
instrument in influencing people to choose for a more sustainable and environmental friendly
mode of transport.
So for Chicago this constitutes a serious obstacle in improving bicycle facilities.
Observations during the workshops
The local team members appreciated the more integrated approach of the Dutch by not only
focusing on bike lanes, but including other aspects as well, such as:
o What are the origins and the destinations of the bicyclists travelling to or through this
area?
o Are the destinations interesting for cyclists to bike to?
o What kind of people are travelling there?
o Are there any future developments and do they include bicycling?
During the workshops it was discovered that by providing safe and quality bicycle solutions,
it not only benefitted the bicyclists but it also improved the public realm and neighbourhood
liveability. Focussing on these last two benefits may enhance the chances of getting a new
bicycle infrastructure accepted by the residents in the community and the general public.
There was great cooperation in the two teams and they were incredibly productive. The wellbalanced composition of the teams greatly contributed to this fact.

Long term and marketing strategies for Chicago
For the long-term and marketing strategy workshop, a SWAT-analysis proved to be very
supportive in producing a marketing approach for bicycle promotion as well as for finding
ingredients for a long-term-strategy.
Recommendations for the Chicago approach on bicycling
For the long term strategy two major strengths, two weaknesses, two opportunities and two
threats were identified.
Strengths:
Chicago has a flat topography and has a grid structure
Weaknesses: Chicago has a typical car culture.
Legal protection for cyclists and enforcement are poor.
Opportunities:
Bicycle sharing
- Physical fitness benefits while commuting to work by bike
- Strong advocacy organizations
Threats:
- Cumbersome, dismissive approval process
- Low priority in transportation projects
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- Parking meter deal
For the marketing plan there are two main ingredients:
• Individualized marketing (Travel Smart). Experience in the Netherlands shows that
individualized travel advices work very well, especially when it is combined with a personal
approach.
• Identification (cycling is normal) Cycling is something you can do wearing your regular
clothes on “normal” bikes (so not only on expensive sports bikes). It is convenient,
comfortable, cheap and fast. What do you want more?
Other ingredients for the marketing approach could be:
• Costumized marketing targeting
• Long term marketing strategy (constant reminders)
• Joy
• Freedom
• Physical fitness/less obesity
• Save money, save time (esp. for short trips)
• More safety on the new (ThinkBike initiated) bicycle provisions
• Families with children
• Some days you take the bike, some days you take transit, some days you take the car, some
days you combine them
• Bicycle friendly (separate) facilities make it better and safer for everyone
• Include local bike organizations and blogs in the campaign
• Less cars: less traffic jams
• Better air quality, more sustainable
• Open streets
However, the most important observation for a long term strategy is:
BICYCLE PLANNING HAS TO BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF ANY TRANSPORT OR
URBAN PLAN
In order to increase the 2% bike share to 10%, the Chicago transport plan should not only
focus on transit, but also on cycling, which will contribute to a more space efficient, more
sustainable and cleaner mode of transport.
Cycling facilities should be of a high quality, so also beginning cyclists feel safe and
comfortable. Including the essentials of the Dutch bicycle tools and philosophy would be
beneficial.
Other important issues to be included are:
• Better integration with all city planning organizations (CCAP, City And HealthPlan)
• Bike-transit-route planner for suburbs
• Individualized marketing (Travel Smart)
• Bike parking facilities at every major transit station and train station
• Improve bike routes to stations
• More covered bike parking
• On-street bike parking
• Bike Sharing launched with a minimum of 2,500 bikes
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•
•
•
•
•

Timeline for implementation
Improve law enforcement to protect cyclists
Maintenance and upgrade for existing bikeways
Goal for crash reduction with cyclists
Close co-operation with ActiveTrans

In order to promote cycling in the long term, it was found to be paramount to focus on
teaching children how to bike. This will lead to a level where society really can benefit of all
the advantages of cycling.
A new Chicago Bike Plan should include:
• Early childhood mobility (and bicycling) education programs
• Cycle to school program
• Cycling education at schools
• Cycling exams (children 9 years old)
• Safe routes to school
• Preschool cycling education
• Cycling to shops
• Bike-transit integration policy

General Recommendation from the design teams:
The combination of a neighbourhood plan, a street design, a cross section design and a Dutch
reference situation provides a very good picture of what the new bicycle situation could be.
Focus more on the improvement of the public realm and the liveability of the neighbourhood.
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A neighbourhood plan
1

A neighbourhood plan 2
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Street design

Cross section
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Dutch reference (courtesy Daniel Sparing)
A. Recommendations Orange Team in combining bicycle facilities with the Bus Rapid
Transit that will be operating on Randolph Street
The orange ThinkBike team looked into combining bicycle facilities with the Bus Rapid
Transit that is going to operate on Randolph Street.
They propose the following phases:
Phase I (Short Term)
1. Right side protected bike lane and bus lane
2. Left side on-street bike lane
3. Left side protected cycle track
Phase II (Medium Term)
Implement pricing scheme (reduce Loop Single Occupancy Vehicle traffic)
Phase III (Long Term)
Bus/bike/pedestrians only corridors [+ local traffic]
The Dutch experts recommended that in order to make any real progress in promoting
bicycling, this has to be done at the expense of some of the other modes. Experience learns
that these decisions may lead to opposition in the beginning, but will lead to a better
acceptance in the end.
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A lot of measures taken in favour of more bicycle facilities can be done without causing any
harm to for instance car traffic. The system’s network is usually determined by the capacity of
some bottlenecks (mostly intersections). Outside of these areas, however, space can be made
available to other modes of transport like cycling without having an effect on car traffic.
Recommendations for the bike infrastructure itself are:
- use colour (red carpets)
- use texture
- create buffers
- continue bike infra on intersections
- elevated facilities
- use bike boxes (designated areas at intersection before cars)
- create safe bike routes
- bike lanes on right side of parked cars to protect bicyclists

Recommendations Blue Team in Making Lincoln Park/Clark Neighbourhood more bicycle
friendly
The blue ThinkBike team made a proposal for transforming the Lincoln Park/Clark
neighbourhood more bicycle friendly. It recommended to implement road categorization:

a. Car arterials not recommended for bicycling (possibly for cars only)
b. Car arterials also made suitable for (protected) bike traffic. Bike paths on the right side of
the parked cars
c. Safe bike routes through quiet neighbourhoods and protected crossings of the arterials.
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Applied on Lincoln Park Area on the following sections:
a. North Avenue
b. Halsted; Clark; Armitage; Wells; Lincoln; Fullerton
c. The routes drawn in green on the above map.
The slow zones in the picture above will be zones for residents and visitors only, making it
unattractive for cars to take these routes for through traffic. Measures that can be applied are:
speed bumps; detours for cars and not for bikes; one-way traffic with contra flow cycling;
limiting two entrances per neighbourhood; create bike shortcuts and so on. This approach will
likely be accepted by citizens living in this neighbourhood, because it produces a public realm
with a better quality of liveability, a quieter neighbourhood without through traffic, safer
roads and better bicycle facilities.
Bikes are not excluded from any street (except maybe from North Avenue), but the streets
where safe bike routes are incorporated will provide a safer and more comfortable
environment to get more people on their bikes. These safe bike routes have a physical
separation from the fast moving car traffic. This also represents the two cornerstones of the
Dutch philosophy towards cycling which are: “Joy” (people enjoy to cycle) and “Perceived
Safety” (people won’t cycle unless they feel safe).

4. The final presentations
On the final day, September 23, the teams presented the final recommendations in a public
session held at the ING Direct Café. The presentations can be found on
http://www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=en&repository=Final+presentations+Chicago+Thi
nkBike+Workshop and parts of it in Appendix D.
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In close cooperation with the City of Chicago and Chicago Active Transport,
two teams (orange and blue) were formed that together with the Dutch experts
addressed the following design assignments:
• Finding a solution for combining bicycle facilities with the Bus Rapid
Transit that will be operating on Randolph Street
• Making the Lincoln Park/Clark neighbourhood more bicycle friendly
• A long term strategy on promoting cycling as well as better marketing and
communication on cycling.
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The workshops were divided into two teams (orange and blue). Each team consisted of two
Dutch experts and nine/ten local members of different backgrounds, ranging from city
agencies to businesses, urban planning, bicycle advocacy groups, etc. The mixed team idea
was to encourage information sharing, team building, holistic problem solving and create a
spirit of cooperation. All members shared a passion for urban life and a desire to increase
bicycling in the city of Chicago.
The composition of the teams was as follows:


Team Orange : the first team of the Chicago workshop consists of:
•


•
•
•
•
•
•



Arjen Jaarsma (Sustainable Mobility Expert of Balancia, the Netherlands)
Ruud Ditewig (Traffic Consultant and Cycling Coordinator, City of Utrecht, the
Netherlands)
Ron Burke, Active transportation Council
David Gleason, City of Chicago, CDOT
Yadollah Montazary, City of Chicago CDOT (FRIDAY ONLY)
Chad Riddle, State of Illnois, IDOT
Karl Peet, Chicago transit Authority, CTA
Brian Fairwood, Transystems Engineering Co.

Team Blue : the second team of the Chicago workshop consists of:


•
•
•
•
•

Martijn te Lintelo (Senior Mobility Consultant, Municipality Nijmegen, the
Netherlands)
Hans Voerknecht (Project manager Fietsberaad International, the Netherlands)
Adolfo Hernandez, Active Transportation Alliance
Ben Gomberg, City of Chicago, CDOT
Malehe Samadi, City of Chicago, CDOT (THURSDAY ONLY)
Steve Schilke, State of Illinois, IDOT
Mark de Lavergne, Sam Schwartz Engineering Co.

The Dutch and local team members will represent diverse range fields, from city agencies to
business, urban planning, bicycle advocacy group, etc. The members have in common that
they share a passion for urban life and that they are excited about employing their unique
talents, experience and perspective to inform a successful plan for increasing bicycling share
in Chicago.
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Thursday 23 September
8.3010.00

10.3012.00
12.0013.00
13.0014.30
14.3017.00
18.00

Starting session
•

Welcome by Geoffrey Baer, WTTW, Channel 11

•

Welcome By Commissioner Bobby L. Ware, Chicago
Department of Transportation

•

Welcome by Hans Heinsbroek, Consul General of the
Netherlands

•

Presentation by Arjen Jaarsma, delegation leader on the
advantages of mainstream cycling on society and the role of
the bike in a sustainable transport system

•

Presentation by Hans Voerknecht, project manager of
Fietsberaad International on the Dutch philosophy and ways
and means to achieve mainstream bicycling

•

Presentation by Martijn te Lintelo, senior advisor of the
municipality of Nijmegen on Integrated bicycle planning in the
Dutch city of Nijmegen

•

Presentation of Ruud Ditewig, senior advisor of the
municipality of Utrecht on Cycling policy of a Dutch City
applied in other countries

•

Presentation by Adolfo Hernandez, Active Transportation
Alliance on objectives and expected deliverables of the
workshop

James R.
Thompson Center
auditorium

Briefing and acquaintance of the teams. Discuss team activities,
starting of the work process
Lunch

Workshop rooms

Bicycle excursion through the selected areas of interest

Chicago

Working on and discussion on design and cycle facilities solutions,
mixed with discussions on side issues (Bike education, Cycling to
school, cultural differences etc. etc.
Diner

Workshop rooms

Friday 23 September
9.0012.00
12.0013.00
13.0015.00
15.0016.30

Continuation of working on and discussion on design and cycle
facilities solutions, mixed with discussions on side issues (Bike
education, Cycling to school, cultural differences etc. etc.
Lunch

Workshop rooms

Starting discussion on Strategy, communication, what do do in the new
Chicago Bike Plan, what new ideas can be generated in increasing
cycling in Chicago substantially. Thinking 5-10 years ahead.

Workshop rooms

Preparing presentations

Workshop rooms
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16.3019.00

Presentations on design and bike facilities solutions by both teams
Presentations on Strategy, marketing and communication by both
teams
Remarks and Tips by the Dutch delegates
What have we learned? by the Chicago team members
General conclusions and closure by mr. Hans Heinsbroek, Consul
General of the Netherlands
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Blogs
Chicago-based blogs

1.
2.
3.
4.

Hadrian on a vicycle (velofolk.wordpress.com)
Ding Ding, Let's Ride (dingdingletsride.com) (op kalender)
Simply Bike (simplybike.wordpress.com) (zij blogt voor de mid-west)
BikeFed (bikefed.blogspott.com) (Wisconsin-based blog)

General Cycling Blogs
1. Eco Velo (ecovelo.info) (besteedde aandacht aan pilot in CHI)
2. Velo Mondial (velomondial.blogspot.com) (besteedde aandacht aan pilot
TOR)
3. Amsterdamize (amsterdamize.com) (besteedde aandacht aan initiatief in
algemeen)
Follow up
• 416 cyclestyle (416cyclestyle.com) (plaatste de recommendations)
• I Bike To (ibiketo.ca)
• Amsterdamize (amsterdamize.com) (plaatste guest blog Hans Voerknecht)

msterdamize.com/2010/09/16/thinkbike/
amsterdamize.com/2010/09/23/make-cyclists-not-war/
amsterdamize.com/2010/.../thinkbike-the-opening-ceremony/
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Marketing and long-term strategy team
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Team Big Blue

Strengths
• Grid network
• Flat topography
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All ages/groups/genders are bikers
Cycling culture
Grid network
Critical mass
Good destination for cycling
High transit use
Connected to everywhere
Multi cultural population
Young culture
Strong bicycle advocacy organisation

Connecting Chicago

Team Big Blue

Weaknesses

Connecting Chicago

• Car culture/addiction
• Lack of legal protection & enforcement for
cyclists and pedestrians
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of funding from all levels of government
Outdated engineering standards
Snow/Cold
Urban Sprawl
Open space deficient
High cost of land
Lack of a downtown transportation plan
Risk aversion policies
Kids don’t cycle
Lack of legal protection for cyclists and pedestrians
Lack of quality bicycle infrastructure
Rules Rules Rules
Cars as status symbol for lower income

Team Big Blue

Opportunities

Connecting Chicago

• Bicycle sharing
• Physical fitness (in limited time)
• Strong advocacy organisation
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate access to shopping and local amenities- on the way home
Funding
– Special Service Areas
– Menu money (aldermen)
– Bus Rapid Transit
Increasing population density
Community Development Corporations
Shift in modal split
Rising fuel/parking prices
Space making
New administration
Marketing/ Branding (lifestyle, cool, efficient, fast, freedom)
Physical fitness (in limited time)
Foster public enthusiasm for public space and Celebration the public realm
Complete streets policy

Team Big Blue

Threats
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connecting Chicago

Cumbersome, dismissive approval process
Low priority in transportation projects
Parking meter deal
New administration
Political interference
Car vs cyclists
Protective parents/ culture
Antiquated development standards
Misperception of who cyclists are

Team Big Blue

What should be in the New
Chicago marketing campaign
2010-2015
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connecting Chicago

Individualized marketing (Travel Smart)
Identification (cycling is normal)
Costumized marketing targeting
Long term marketing strategy (frappez toujours)
Joy
Freedom
Experience it
Saving money, saving time (esp. for short trips)
Safety on the new (ThinkBike produced) bicycle provisions
Families with children
Some days you take the bike, some days you take transit, some days you
take the car, some days you combine them
Bicycle friendly (separate) facilities make it better for everyone
Include local bike organization and blogs in the campaign
We don’t force people to change, but if they change…. Better car
throughput
Opportunity for physical fitness
Open Streets

Team Big Blue

Include in the new
Chicago Bike Plan
•

Early childhood mobility (and bicycling) education programmes
– Cycle to school
- cycling school bus
- cycling education at schools
- cycling exam (children of 9 years)
- safe routes to school

•
•

Connecting Chicago

Prep school cycling education
Improve quality bike routes (quality standards)
- colour (red carpets)
- texture
- buffers
- continue bike infra on intersections
- elevated facilities
- bike boxes
- green waves for bikes
- safe bike routes
- parked cars protect bikes

Team Big Blue

Include in the new
Chicago Bike Plan (2)

Connecting Chicago

•
•

Better integration with all city planning (CCAP, City And Health Plan)
Bike-transit integration
- bike-transit-route planner for suburbs
- Individualized marketing (Travel Smart)
- bike parking at every major transit station and train station
- improve bike routes to stations

•
•
•

More covered bike parking
On-street bike parking
Bike Sharing launched with a minimum of 2.500 bikes

•

Timeline for implementation

Team Big Blue

Include in the new
Chicago Bike Plan (3)
•
•
•
•

Improve law enforcement to protect cyclists
Maintenance and upgrade for existing bikeways
Goal for crash reduction on cyclists
Close co-operation with ActiveTrans

Connecting Chicago

Team Orange: The Bus Rapid Transit Corridor
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Washington‐Madison Corridor:
Potential BRT and Bike Lane Configurations
September 23‐24, 2010

DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

Overview – Dutch Perspective
• Comparable with the Netherlands
• Almost nothing

Overview – Dutch Perspective
Differences to the Netherlands:
• Density / high rise buildings
• Winter conditions
• Attitude of car drivers
• In NL cycling and car driving is just a
way of transportation

Overview – Dutch Perspective
Some considerations about Washington
Street and Madison Street

ON STREET
PARKING

Overview – Dutch Perspective

LOADING
AND
UNLOADING

Overview – Dutch Perspective

ENFORCEMENT

Overview – Dutch Perspective

BUS ONLY
LANES

Pedestrian Crossing (Toronto) BEFORE

Pedestrian Crossing Toronto

AFTER

Project Framework
•FTA grant for East‐West
Corridor received July
2010
• This presentation
focuses on Washington‐
Madison only

DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

Existing Conditions: Washington Street
•48’ curb to curb
•East bound
•Four moving lanes
•Restricted roadway
width at Chicago River
bridge
•Alternating right/left
turn lanes
•Parking and loading zones
DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

Existing Conditions: Madison Street
• 44’‐ 48’ curb to curb
•West bound
•Three moving lanes
• Restricted roadway
width at Chicago River
bridge
• Dedicated right/left
turn lanes
• Dedicated bus lane
• Parking and loading zones

DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

Potential Bus/Bike Lane Configurations

Phase I (Short Term)
1. Right‐side Protected Bike Lane & Bus Lane
2. Left‐side On‐street Bike Lane
3. Left‐side Protected Cycle Track
Phase II (Medium Term)
Implement pricing scheme (reduce Loop SOV traffic)
Phase III (Long Term)
Bus/Bike/Ped‐Only Corridors [+ local traffic]
DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

Potential Bus/Bike Treatments/Features Menu

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Color
Texture
Grade
One‐/two‐way
Bicycle boxes
Queue jumps/advance signals
Hard/soft/intermittent barriers
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Right‐side Protected Bike Lane & Bus Lane
PRO
•Protection from
moving vehicles
•Protection from illegal
standing/loading
•No right‐turn conflict
for bikes/peds
•Minmizes loss of
parking/loading

CON
•Difficult overtaking for
buses
•Separate signal phase
needed for turn &
bike/bus
•Lose thru lane
•Left turns difficult for
cyclists
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Physically Separated Configuration #2

Copenhagen,
Denmark

Left‐side On‐street Bike Lane
PRO
•Separates bike/ bus
interaction
•Minimizes loss of
parking/loading

CON
•No protected lane for
buses
•No protection for
cyclists from overtaking
traffic
•Bikes in atypical
position
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Left‐side Protected Cycle Track
PRO
•Bikes protected from
overtaking traffic
•Protection for bikes from
left turn conflicts
•Minimized loss of
parking/loading
•Separates bike/bus
interaction
•Potential for green
elements to be incorporated

CON
•No protection for
bus lane
•Separate signal
phasing required for
bike & left turns
•Drainage requires
modification
•Maintenance
responsibility
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Physically Separated Configuration

New York City,
United States

DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

Outstanding Issues to Address

• Parking
• Signals/Phasing
• Loading/Deliveries
• General Traffic
• Taxis
• Sidewalk Space
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Team Blue: Lincoln Park Area
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Team Big Blue

ThinkBike Chicago – Big blue on bike

Steps:
1. Experiences in the area
2. Public Space -> making a network plan
3. Design Ideas
4. Complementary

Team Blue, 21 September 2010

-> The Blue Neighbourhood reconnected to the park and lake
-> Creating a high quality – safe route network

Chicago will love it!

Team Big Blue

Objectives of our exercition (in englutch)
Chicago will love it!

-

endow a better neighbourhood with lots
of -low traffic- green streets
promoting an 8-80 safe district
getting more children on bikes to school
connect the neighbourhood to the park
and the lakeside
providing safe throughroutes for cyclists
streets as a route and a destination

And of course:
- creating a peoplefriendly city
- providing the perfect biking experience
- getting Chicago futureproof
- we would like this, but imagine Michelle!

Team Big Blue

Experiencing the area -> “capturing the vibe”
Clark: tons of space for
people to drive

Experience a beauti
ful
Chicago neighbourh
ood

Chicago will love it!
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Team Big Blue

Analysis: main arterials
Chicago will love it!

->
->
->
->

Expressways
Ramp-routes
Parallels -> Sneaker routes
Neeiboerhood connector

Team Big Blue

Main car-streets: Zoom
Chicago will love it!

Main Arterials

Team Big Blue

Proposed: Safe Cycle route
Chicago will love it!

Safe Cycle
Routes

Team Big Blue

Introducing Safe zones
Chicago will love it!

=

Team Big Blue

Safe zones –low on traffic, slow on trafficChicago will love it!

--- Slow Zones 20
mph

Everything

Main arterials
Main arterial (not
recommended for bikes)
Safe bike routes
Slow Zones 20 mph

Team Big Blue

Chicago will love it!

The streets

Team Big Blue

Armitage
Chicago will love it!

Team Big Blue

Chicago will love it!

Existing

Proposal

xxx

Team Big Blue

Chicago will love it!

comments:
- 2 m. red asphalt bikelanes
- increased public realm
- 2 lanes: choose
- no parking: 6 m. clear
- trees
- possibility slight grade
chance

Team Big Blue

Chicago will love it!

Team Big Blue

Clark street
Chicago will love it!

Discovered ped’s crossings

Bike lanes

without median..

It takes a long way…

Clark street

Existing

Proposal

xxx

Team Big Blue

Reference from abroad
Chicago will love it!

New Amsterdam

Team Big Blue

Chicago will love it!

same: Dutch reference

Team Big Blue

Chicago will love it!

Team Big Blue

And that’s much easier to
Chicago will love it!

